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ABSTRACT
An artended IEEE 802.5 protocol suitable for transmitting
time consh-dm'ed messages in real time token ring fibre optic
local area networks has been proposed and analysed for its
performance subsequently. It differs from the tmhtional
token ring protocols as time COIlstraints of messages are
i n v t e d explicitly. In this protocol, the laxities of
messages are mapped into priorities. The message with the
w e s t priority is transmitted fk t , thus, resulting in a delay
dependent priority queue at a node of the network with
linearly i n - priority fimction so, this extended IEEE
802.5 protocol w - the minimtrm-laxity-first
transrmsslon policy.

1. INTRODUCTION

Many of the existing token ring protocols[6] may not work
effectvely in a real time network where messages have got
explicit time constraints such as deadlinks or laxities. A
deadline & e s an absolute time by which a message must
be received A laxity (at a time t) d e h e s the maximum
period of time a message can yait befare its transmission.
This depends on the message priority. Therefore, a hlgh
priority message has a d e r deadline as compared to a
lower priority message. If a message cannot be received by its
deadline or transmitted before its laxity expires, it is useless
and is dropped fiom the queue or we shall say, it is lost.

Our protocol M e n fiom traditional ones as it directy takes
into account the explicit time cmshaints of messages. An
important @ i e objective o f a . protocol for delay
sensitive lra€6c is to minimize the probability that an arbitrary
packet's Queueing delay exceeds its maximum possible delay
requirements. This probability is known as probability of
&mmic failum or tail pdabili@. Reducing the tail
probability of a certain priority class would result in inmasing
the tail probabilities of other classes as the multiple, class
trafEc sham common resources. It can be shorn that having
identical tail probabilities for M m x t priority classes 'is
equivalent to m i n h k h g the maximum tail probability among
different classes. In order to achieve an identical tail
probability, the packet transmission priority discipline at a
particular node should be able to dynamtcally adjust the
relative priorities of packets in the queue accmdmg to their
delay requirements and expehienced gueueing delays at 'tbat
node and thus of course their o r i d priority on which their
deadlines depend So, basically the message tnmsmisSion
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decision is to be taken not only on the basis of respective
message priority but also on their arrival times.

2 PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION

21 Extension to IEEE fN2.5 Protomk The Proposed
Protocol

Yao and Zhao[l] have extended IEEE 802.5 protocol for use
in hard real time systems. Fmther extension to this idea is
pmposed for token ring LAN for real time applications with a
new priority assignment fimction The minimum-laxity-first
policy is implementesl as follows:

• Messages at each node are queued in the increasing order of
their laxities which depend upon their o n @ priorities as
well a s their waiting t i m e s i n - v e queues.

• A system timer is always kept at work to cumpute the
laxities of messages at each node.

• Messages with laxities equal to or less than zero are
clropped fmm the queue. They will not be transmitted

• If two messages are there with same laxities, then they are
queued amrdlng to FIFO policy.

• When a fiee token or a message he goes by, that node
maps the laxity of the first message in its queue into a
prihty by an appropriate priority assignment function. As
in the original IEFX 802.5 protocol, a node uses this
priority to make the transmission decision if a he token
goes by and to make reservafion if a message frame goes
by.

The priority of a message M is a h c t i o n of the laxity of M.
That is

This tinction is know as the priority assignment function.
This fimction plays an impartant role in achieving the
desirable transmission policy.

22 The Priority Assignment Function

The priority assignment function introduced in this papa has
the following properties:

• To realise the minimum-laxity-kt transmisSion policy, the
priority assignment function should be nondecreasing, tbat
is, a message with a d e r laxity should be assigned a
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lower numerical priority value (i.e. higher priority).
Formally, for two messages M and M if

then we should have

Pw(t) = f|LM(t)) < Pw(t) =

• The number of priorities which can be witten into the
token is limited by the physical length of the token. Thus,
implies that the priority assigmnent function must have a
finite range (0-7).

• Given a finite priority range, the priority assignment
fonction must map a continuous function of laxities into
a discrete number of priorities. That is, the mapping is
many-toone.

An impact of many to one policy is thaf no matter what
function is used, two or more messages with different laxities
may be assigned the same priority and hence one with the
large laxity may be sent first As a result, the protocol can
only implement an a p p - l ninimum-laxiQ-Was
tmnsmission policy.

Also the central idea of this protocol is the definition of
message laxity which can have potentiauy infinite values.
This provides a wider domain of decision making quantity ( fa
transmission) as the probability of two messages having the
same laxity is much smaller than the probability of two
messages having the same priority. Also more is the number
of priorities, more it will be optimal towads minimum-laxity-
first policy.

In our simulation model, the laxity assigmmt h c t i o n for a
message M with priority P~ is taken to be of simple h e a r
fromas

L d t ) = real-time (l+k. P~ / (P-1)) -

(system-time - arrival-time)

or = rea l - t ime( l+k . M I (P-1) ) -W d t )

where

real-time = maximum tolerable delay for the lughest priority
(p=0) message

P = total number of priority levels i.e. 8
k= a umstant (k= 3)
If TM = anival time of a message M with priority PM
then
L ~ T M ) =real - t ime(l+k&(P-1))(asW~TM) = 0)

= real-time (L+PHL) ( i f k 7 )

In the present case, the priority assignment function for
mapping laxity LMW to priority P d t ) is being selected in such
a way that the maximum tolerable delays for message with
prioritis ranging from 0 to 7 get m i f i d y distributed in the
range real-time to (real-time * (l+k)), needless to say that
packets with L d t ) < real-time get m e s t priority ( 4 )

automatidy and packets with L d t ) 5 0 are dropped ham the
queue.

23 Assumptions in the Protocol Design

While describmg this new protocol, it has been
assumed that the network opgates in a Ewtless envinmmat.
l l e r e fm , the channel is assumed to be l l l y synchronized

and there is no loss of token, mesages or the
acknowledgements. cansequently, a message is always
received correctly at the destination node and no re
transmissions are requued due to undelivexed messages.
Issues such as retransrmss.ions, fault recovery and reliability in
a real time token ring FOLAN have not been studied
Implementation of the delay dependent priority mechanism
may require a local clock at each node, a list of arrival times of
packets currently in queue and suEcient resources for laxity
calculation. It has been assumed that these can be provided
without incurring too much systan complexity andor cost

3. MODELLING OF THE PROTOCOL

The token ring consisting of N-nodes with the priority scheme
as described earlier and having delay Sensitive traffic at all the
nodes is characterised by the Nqueue (multiqueue) wallang
server (smgle cyclic server)model as shown inFig.(1).

•
Crete ctrvtr
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d»»«ndtnl priority gaffd diicipln*

Each node is bemg modelled as a mgle queue conrmon for all
priorities but with a dynamic packet transmissiOn priority
discipline individually implemented at each queue. The data
!?am= with smaller laxities are always transmitted before the
data fiames with larger laxities and data frames with equal
laxities are serviced in a FIFO fashion. The channel is
modelled by the single circulating server mechanism. That
saver represented by the token, moves from station i to
station [(i mcd N) + 11 with a constant switchover time. So, it
examines each queue on the ring in turn. It leaves the queue
immediately if the queue is empty or the priority of the data
packet (mapped fknn its laxity by the apjmpriately chosen
priority assignment function) residug at the first position in



the buffer at that node (queue) is less than the token priority.
Otherwise, the server m e s a &e packet of the queue or
more dependmg upon the service strategy chosen and leaves
this queue to examine the next queue in the downstream with
the token priority set as per the priority reservation scheme
mentioned in the proposed protocol.

A Timed Token Strategy ( T B ) with a token holdmg time of
lms has been assumed to avoid excessive overheads.

4. SIMULATION OF THE PROTOCOL

The model of the proposed MAC p t m l for a token ring
network has been simulated by developing a C - language
program on SUN workstation operating on Solaris 2.3. The
event s c h - approach has been used for developing the
simulation model as it was found to be the most suitable for
our model.

4.1 Assumptions

The following parameters are assumed in the ,simulation
model:

1) The arrival rate is assumed to follow Poisson
process with mean h.

2) The message transmission time is assumed to be
exponential i.e. transmission rate of packet also
follow a Poisson process. Thus, the packet sizes are
exponentially distributed with mean X.

3) ' 'ITS service strategy is considered.
4) Token holdmg time is constant and is same for all

nodes (10 ms) and is chosen to meet the application
data transmission requirement at each node.

5) The token ring network is assumed to be symmetric
i.e. arrival rate is same at all the nodes aid all the
stations on the ring are equidistant.

6) The mesages are equally likely to be g e n d in
any one of the eight priority levels.

7) The messages are assigned laxities u t ) by a
simple assignment fimct$m

LJt) - realjime\] + 7—-—\-(t-T)
\ npri -1

or

L,(0 = ap-(t-T)

where
TP = anival time of that message
p = priority of the message
npri = total number of priority levels assumed
real-time = message deadline for a packet with highest

priority P O )
In our simulation,
npri = 8, real-time = 5 nu

8) The priority assignment fimction which maps laxity
of the packet at the first position of the buffer to its
updated priority is chosen to be of linear form in
such a way that the diffeence in deadlines of a

highest (p '0) and a lowest (p=7) priority message
is equally divided into 7 intervals s.t. there is a
fuced time for each priority level, only during which
a message may belong to that priority and gets its
priority shifted to next higher priority level after
that.

p(t) =

,LP(t)< a.

, Lp(0 - (ao+ s ) .
7|_ -J+ 1,otherwise

a7 -a« J

where E is a small number as compared to &.

Also, as per p m t m l desigq the packets with u t ) i O are
automatically dropped hm the queues (buffas).

4.2 Confidence Intelval Calculation

For numerical calculations, an exaci I 1L3 . t i n !I22) lOO(1-a)
percent wnfidence interval for p is given r.-.

1 n

where x(n) = — ^ Xi is itself a mndorn variable, oxn i=l
is the variance and the values of frrl,ld arc: taken hm ref [SI.

Each simulation has been performed in Eve i@ciitiom i.e.
five nms are performed for each data pint . Also in each run,
the statistical data are reset at the simulation time (clock)
equal to 100OLk i.e. average time of IO00 arrivals at a node of
the ring for one run of simulation.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Analysis of Various Simulation Results

Various parametes for simulation have been taken assuming
optical fibre umnection between nodes of the LAN. Inputs to
the simulation are:

Length of the ring = lOh I ky
Clock 6ecpenq = 10 Mi i/ ;(I! r/ u
(Data rate of the neb\ork)
Number of Nodes = 10,20
No. of priority levels = 8
Packet size (mean) =64 bytes
Speed of light in fik = 200 d U s
Real time = 5 ms, 2 ms
Token h o l m time = 1 ms
Arrival rate (A) = 50 to 1400 pWs
Buffer sizes = 512,768,1024,2048 b L!>



The simulation has been perfnmed for packets with
exponentially distributed sizes with the mean value t a k a as
64 bytes. Messages arrive at a node with the arrival rate
accordtng to a Poisson pmcess with mean H. Rest of the
parameters and disciplines fdowed are as below.
The simulation for a data point has been perfimned in five
r e p W m . Each simulation run (i.e. each seplidcm) has
been perfored for a simulation time to be equal to lOOO/O
i.e. the avedage time for 1OOO arrivals of packets at a node.
So, after each interval equal to this time, the statistical data
are reset. The averages have been reported The cdidence
interval calculations have been done for each of the
p e r f i c e metric for a confidence level of 95% which
provides validity to the simulation model. Their values were
found to be too small to be plotted along with the perfinmance
values. So, they are bemg reparted only for some of the
sampla.

5Z.Z Effd of Waylng ArriVol Rate

T h e ~ i n arrival rate results i n i n ~ i n queue l &
yaiting delay (iig.2), average cycle time and chauriel
utilization which is as expected But after Rmg Utilkation(S)
> 0.8 (approx,) these values tend to approach near Saturatioa
This is observed because of time mistram'ts of messages as
well as finite buffer sizes taken. The average cycle time
increases because the pmbability of fin- a higher priority
packet or just a packet i n - with the increase in arrival
rate d so more number of s tat im get seniced during one
rotation of token arouud the ring. Also increase in anival rate
results in the inmas in probability of packet loss.

As expe&d, the increase in b u l k size results m i n d
queue length and therefore d e r probability of packet
rejection (fig. 3(a)). But an increase in buffer size advenely
affeots the pbabil i ty of dynarmc failure as expeded because
longer queue means that more is the probability of a packet
waiting for a long time in the buffer and thus exceedtng its
deadline limits. So, the variation of buffer size affects PreJ and
P* in an opposite fishion That is why, the total packet loss
probability which is basically sum of these two probabilities,
does not show s g d c m t changes with change in buffer size
at a node.
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Same typical values for different bbuffea sizes for an arrival rate
of 300 pkts/secimd are given as under

TOO 200 100 *00 500 600 700

Arrival rale Ipkt*. ptr fee)

~i 2 Avrrogr quwinq delay »t. orrival rote

51.2 Effkd of vnrying Br&er Size

The variation of different perfnmance metrics have been
studied for buffer skim of 512, 768, 1024 and 2048 bytea for
an arrival rate of 50 to 700 pkts/seoond

Prokibility

Pdyn

PT

512

0.295

0.043

0.338

Buffer

768

0.187

0.182

0.369

Sizes

1024

0.105

0.256

0.361

(bytes)

2048

0.002

0.387

0.389

Because of increased queue length, the average queuemg
delay of a packet and average cycle time have been found to
increase with increase in its queue l a @ . But the maximum
queue length in case of higher buffer sizes neva approaches
near their maximum M e r limits. This is due to the fact that
beyond a particular value of tmEc laad which depends on the
arrival rate of packets, the excessive gueueing delays of
packets results in substantial increase of Ph which does not
allow the queue 1 - t o increase beyond some maximum
values.

5.1.3 Effkd of rmietiOn m Deadines
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?he prinmy effed of decreasing deadlines for the packets is
on the packet rejection probability, dynamic failure probability
and average queue lengtk The avemge queue length
decreases abruptly with decrease in deadline limits assigned
to packets. As per expe&d, the probability af dynarmc failure
increases but packet injection probbility decreases. Because
of these dungs, avemge cycle time deQeases with demease in
* . ( f i g . 4,5(aN
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5.1.4 E#& of varying Number of N&

This variation has been studied fi.om the performance metria
for the rings with 10 nodes and 20 nodes. The basic e f f ' of
inaeasing tbe number of nodes means the increased traffic
loaa(s) an the network and hence early saturation of the
nehbrk. Therefm, for a fixed arrival rate at a node, this
leads to increase in delay, channel utilivltion and cycle time
and incaease in packet.lss probability as shown m fig. qa).

>(>• .102; t r t t t

<80 800

Airi»oliot«

1600

n b . 5 Packet r * j rct ion probability re . arr ival rotr

5.1.5 Efld of rmYing Data Rate

' Increase in data rate of bransmission results in the
c u m s p o n w decmse in transmission time of a packet- The
mean service rate in the network increases as the result of the
average service time for a packet which includes transnission
time, propagation delay and no doubt catain overheads due to
media access m h l protoool to be included in that. So, the
increw in data rate has a primary dee t of slufhng all the
cwes towards right (with refbence to arrival mte as x&)
i.e. q p r t i n g higher anival rates and thus preventhg early
saWation of the netwurk, as expected The aomperison has
been made with data rates of 10 Mbps and lOO Mbps.(@g.7)

N • X
Buffer *i»»« 1021 bylM
teodtint >Sn»

>U)ktn

Daca r a m

100 100 300 tOO S00

Arrival rot . lpkls. prr SAC)

Fig.? Arerope qurueing deloy vs. arrival ro l r

51.6 Eff;xr of wying Lengt& of the lping
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l h e a s e m length of the ring iesults in smaller propagation
delays. As explmed abve, it should result in same tqpe of
clmiges in performance because of decrease in service time,
same as in the case of m c r w in data rale llus ekt has
been descxibed by t a k q length of the ring to be 1 h and 10
km.

5.1.7 Con@mce Iitd Calnrlatins

Confidence intervals have been calculated corresponding to a
confidence level of 95%. As already stated, simulation for a
data point has been performed in five replications. As
confidence intervals in most of the cases are too small to be
represented in the curves, so these values have been shown
o$y for some of the selected perfhnance metrics(fig. 8,9)

preventmg excessive &lays which is the primary objective of
a mil time netwok

Sample Values or 95 w Confidence Intcrvds

8bt;cr Stze = z&i8 byw. Dcadlmne = 1 mr. N = 20. h g l h = 10 Lm

(I)Average Qda " h e :

Arrival Rate (pktaAeeoiid)

50
100
150
200
250
300
350
40D
450
500
550
600
650

Average Cycle Time (micrttecoad)

«446±0.134
72.437*: O2SS
S6.149± 0263

107.130*0.880
137.319*2.06
J07.786± 8.917
367.TO4± 12.347
997.877» 157.757

2v67.817±234.918
2735.126±197.117
2611JIT2±99.156

IS31.52TillO.K2
2MJ.O92±39.S«7

(El) Avenge Queueini Delay:

Arrival Sue (pkts/.l

50
10O
ISO
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
550
« 0

Average Qaeutot Dalav(ma)

0.159 * aO27
0.159 10.010
O.lSTi 0.019
0.215*0.029
0.275 1:0014
0.52J ±0.075
1.723 a: OJOS
14£S42Llt2t
lUnit.417
19.133±0Jt9
19.141*0.124
HJSJiOJU

5.2 Conclusions

So, the proposed protocol for real time Token Ring FOLAN
performs quite well for small buffer sizes and moderate traffic
(S < 0.8) if p b a b h t y of dynamic f i l m is bemg taken as the
main issue, as it should be in case of real time networks and
especially for real time systans using best effort strategy for
transmission of time constrained messages. But as with lower
buffer sizes, packet rejection probability is more, thus keeping
the total packet loss probability to be almost constant. Hence,
to prevent this drastic increase m packet rejection probability
with decrease in buffer size, ow protocol requires some
optimization or compromise to be done with these two
parameters which is totally dependent on the situation where
this network is being used. But these wntmdictmg
parameters prevent early satutation of the network, thus

Upp*r tonlidence limit

J00 300 *M 500

Arrival ran IpkIa. per Sec)

Fit. 9 »«<•»» queu.ing delay «•. orri»«l rot« coi .nd.nc.

5.3 Scope for f i ture Work

Some sugge~tions for finther work are to study issues such as
Wt tolerance, fault recovery, retmmmw.'om, dual ring
topology of token ring q & m s by analytical as well as
simulation model.
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